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Disney & Universal 
Travel Made Easy

IT'S TIME TO PLAN YOUR
HOLIDAYS AT THE PARKS!
Special Events, delicious foods and amazing decorations!
It's hard to believe it is already April! If you are thinking of a
holiday trip to Disney or Universal now is the time to start
planning!  Halloween in the parks brings all things spooky and
scary.  Want to relax this Thanksgiving? Enjoy your family meal
at Disney!  And you don't want to miss the Christmas
festivities at both Disney and Universal.

Tickets will go in sale in the coming months for Disney's
events including Mickey's Not-So-Scary Halloween Party and
Mickey's Very Merry Christmas Party.  Looking for something
scarier? Tickets are already on sale for Universal's Halloween
Horror Nights.  

Get your room booked and secure your park tickets and
reservations now.  Remember - only a $200 deposit is
required to secure your reservations. Special promotions are
often released for the holidays and I will monitor your
reservation and apply any applicable savings!



Click here to
see all the
current
promotions for
Disney and
Universal.  

Let me plan your vacation....I will focus on the details and you can focus on the fun!!!

Simple fill out the google form and I will get started on a quote.  As a reminder...there is NO cost to
book a trip with me and there are no hidden fees!

Disney's Walt Disney World

DisneyLand

Disney Cruise

Universal Orlando Resort

Universal Studios Hollywood

You can also contact me via email, my website, or call/text (717) 917-0045.

The rides at Disney and Universal are amazing! 
 But you will get flung around, hurled backwards
and spun around. Even if your are not prone to
motion sickness it might not be a bad idea to
invest in medicine or other motion sickness
options.

I made a few mistakes on my trip in February that
resulted in a some bad moments. I am not prone
to motion sickness but I always take Dramamine if
I am going to then parks and one fateful morning I
forgot - mistake number one.  The next mistake
was drinking a frozen coffee drink - fast because
it was hot!  Then I thought it would be a good idea
to get on a roller coaster right after finishing my
drink. The good news is I think I have cured by
habit of frozen coffee drinks!

The moral of the story is look into motion
sickness options. There are many options includin
oral medicine, wrist bands and patches.  There
are also options for kids.  

Tip of the Month
Let's talk motion sickness!
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